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Right
to choose this
autumn
Elections to the
Parliament will take
place in September
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Birth of a whole new generation

Girls almost in finals

For a long time, Minsk engine builders have
harboured ambitious plans to raise horsepower
from 20 to 1,000, aiming to satisfy all the needs
of the engineering sector. At present, Minsk
Motor Plant produces engines of 50 to 450HP
but recently took a large step forward, creating a
three-cylinder diesel engine Page 4

National women’s basketball team
continuing successfully through
European Championship qualification
tournament, claiming four victories so
far — over Israel and Ukraine, Hungary
and Portugal
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How everything began
about twenty years ago
Alexander Lukashenko tours
exhibition dedicated to the
establishment of Belarusian
statehood and adds his own
curious details
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Readiness to cooperate convincingly
proven
What connects Belarus and
Cambodia? The first thing
which comes to mind is 17 years
of diplomatic relations and
constructive political dialogue.
We share a close position
in the international arena on
many issues, yet our business
interaction lags behind
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Taking train to Belarus’
original railway capital
MT correspondent surveys origins
of Belarusian Railways
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Visual acquaintance
more useful than
correspondence
Three-day visit to Belarus by
Lithuania media ends in Ostrovets
District
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BELTA

Film based on Bykov’s
prose receives
deserved praise

At the exhibition of works of Minsk State Art College students in Nesvizh Castle

Summer festival
brings together
art fans in Nesvizh
More than 500 artists gathered at Evenings of Bolshoi Theatre
at Radzivills’ Castle last weekend

In the Fog has won the prestigious
FIPRESCI International Federation
of Film Press Jury Prize at the
65th International Film Festival
in Cannes
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“PRINCESS CASINO”:
CASINO”:
Minsk, Y. Kupaly Str., 25
tel. (+375 17) 328 69 17,
328 69 51

“PRINCESS SLOTS”,
crossroad of Logoysky
CASINO
"CENTR DOSUGA":
tract and Minsk
Minsk, Nemiga Str., 12
Ringway,
tel. (+375 17)
TRK«Expobel»
tel.(+375 17) 261 63 12 200 14 92, 200 42 81
FE “Minsk Princess Hotel” 220030 Minsk, Kirov Str., 13 tax ID101364977
The lisence for carrying out of activity in gambling business № 02310/0277966 given by Ministry of Sport and
Tourism of the Republic of Belarus, for a period since 26.03.2007 until 26.03.2012.

